Hot Rod Association '65 Car Show

The nation's leading hot rodders met at the 1965 Hot Rod Association (HRA) nationals, held in Vancouver. The HRA is the governing body for hot rod events in the United States and Canada.

The event was held at the Vancouver Convention Centre, and featured over 200 hot rod and muscle car entries. The competition included categories for street rods, modified cars, and dragsters. The HRA also held a Best of Show competition, which was judged by a panel of industry experts.

With the money received from the public and private sector, the SCORRA will be able to continue its work to promote hot rod culture and provide opportunities for hot rodders to showcase their vehicles. The SCORRA hopes to continue to grow and expand its activities in the future.

In addition to the vehicle displays, the HRA also held a car show and swap meet, which featured a variety of hot rod and muscle car vendors. The event also included a charity auction to benefit local hot rod clubs and organizations.

Overall, the HRA nationals in Vancouver were a huge success, drawing thousands of hot rod enthusiasts from across the country. The event was a testament to the thriving hot rod culture in Canada, and the SCORRA's continued efforts to promote the sport.